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Will-Call Order: 
7 AM - 11 AM
Mon - Fri
Warehouse Pickup: 
8 AM - 3 PM
Mon - Fri
Special Orders
Scan the icon with 
your mobile phone 
to download IABD 
Pricing, Promotions 
& TPR.
Place special order     
requests 24/7 here.
IowaABD.com
Stephen Larson,
Administrator
AUGUST 2016
Labor Day Holiday Schedule
Holiday VAP Pre-Orders
The Division will be closed on Monday, September 5, 2016 for the Labor Day 
holiday. Order and delivery schedules will be affected.
If your order day is:
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 2ND: Normal order schedule. Deliveries will be made 
on Saturday, September 3rd at approximately your normal delivery times.
MONDAY: Orders must be placed on Friday, September 2nd by your regularly 
scheduled cutoff time. Deliveries will be made on your normal delivery day and 
time.
TUESDAY: Normal order schedule. Deliveries will be made on your normal 
delivery day and time.
WEDNESDAY: Normal order schedule. Deliveries will be made on your 
normal delivery day and time.
THURSDAY: Normal order schedule. Deliveries will be made on your normal 
delivery day and time.
FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 9TH: Normal order schedule. Deliveries will be made 
on your normal delivery day and time.
It’s almost that time again - the holidays are right around the corner! Holiday 
VAPs will be available for pre-order on the Customer Web Portal beginning 
August 1, 2016. Please visit the ‘Holiday’ tab on the main navigation of the 
Customer Web Portal to view and select available holiday VAPs for the 2016 
season. Make sure you place your order for the holiday VAPs by September 15, 
2016 for delivery in October. 
Highly Allocated
Sign up for highly allocated 
notifications here.
New Customer Web Portal Information
As of July 14, 2016, more than 99 percent of class “E” licensees are placing their 
weekly orders electronically. Please contact the Division at 515.281.7400 and ask 
for Customer Web Portal assistance for enrollment and user training.
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CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE PACK
641 Stolichnaya Vodka 1.75L w/4 Cans of Ginger Beer (TEMP) 1.750 6
4624 Buchanan Deluxe 12YR 0.375 24
16829 Bird Dog Small Batch Bourbon 86prf 0.750 6
27891 Bird Dog Ruby Red Grapefruit Mini (TEMP) 0.600 5
27898 Bird Dog Ruby Red Grapefruit 0.750 6
36535 Ingenioz Vodka Mini 3.000 1
43560 Cane Run White Mini (TEMP) 0.500 12
43565 Can Run White Rum 0.750 12
75288 La Collectino Viking Ship (TEMP) 0.750 4
86833 Rebel Yell Ginger Whiskey Mini (TEMP) 0.500 12
86835 Rebel Yell Root Beer Whiskey Mini (TEMP) 0.500 12
100006 Crystal Head Vodka w/Crystal Stopper (TEMP) 0.750 6
Pack Changes
OLD 
CODE
NEW 
CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE PACK
17284 73206 Tim Smith’s Climax Fire #32 0.750 6
New Codes
CODE DESCRIPTION SIZE
4190 Auchentoshan Three Wood 0.750
4972 Glendronach 12YR Original 0.750
15724 Morrigan 0.750
15737 2 Gingers Mini 4.800
18620 Hirsch Small Batch Bourbon 0.750
27339 Wicked 87 0.750
27371 American Born Moonshine Dixie 0.750
28656 Master's Gin 0.750
34190 Absolut Cherrykran 0.750
34736 Stolichnaya Ohranj Vodka 0.750
35311 Regalia 1.000
36235 La Collection Race Car 1.000
36391 Forex Atlantic 0.750
36392 Forex Pacific 0.750
36393 Forex Standard 0.750
36433 Svedka Cucumber Lime Mini 0.600
36441 La Collection Tiger Blue 0.375
39869 Sminoff Sourced Pineapple Mini 0.600
39874 Smirnoff Sourced Ruby Red Grapefruit Mini 0.600
39890 Smirnoff Sourced Cranberry Apple Mini 0.600
39946 Bakon Rosemary 0.750
50375 Original Gangster XO 0.750
51202 Five Star Horse 0.375
64453 Berentzen Bushel & Barrel 0.750
64727 Ciroc Amaretto 0.750
65009 Giori Lemoncillo 0.750
65238 Hornitos Spiced Honey 0.750
65788 Maraska Kruskovac 0.750
66070 Old Barrel 0.750
77319 Rondiaz Mini 0.500
77755 Smirnoff Root Beer Float 0.750
79986 Arrow Creme De Cassis 0.750
80022 Blue Chair Bay Coconut Spiced Cream 0.750
86712 Ole Smoky Harley Davidson 0.750
86751 Ole Smoky Hunch Punch 0.750
89016 Casa Noble Anejo 0.750
89174 Don Julio Anejo 0.375
89666 Pepe Lopez Gold 0.750
Discontinued CodesJust a Reminder...
The Division reminds retailers that the decision to allow 
a return rests solely with the Division. All returns shall be 
pre-authorized electronically on the Division website here.
Below are a few examples of merchandise returns for 
ordinary and usual commercial reasons which would be 
allowed by the Division, but are not limited to:
• Misorder/Incorrect Order
• Defective Product
• Damaged Product
• Breakage caused by Driver
Please do not hesitate to reach out to Dee Nelsen at 
Nelsen@IowaABD.com or 515.281.7448 with any 
questions regarding the return of product.
Return requests submitted after a delivery is made must 
be submitted electronically within 3 business days from 
that delivery. If the Division is not notified within that 
time frame, the merchandise cannot be returned.
Return of Product
Tip of the Month
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Malibu 1L:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Seagram’s Gin & Twisted/Distiller’s Reserve 200ml, 
375ml, 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $350 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $900 promo check.
Pernod-Ricard Portfolio Kicker: Mix & Match a combination 
of the following 5 programs, Aberlour 12YR, Olmeca Altos, Plym-
outh, Powers & Redbreast 12YR (eligible programs marked with *)
Purchase 10 cases, receive an additional $4 per case. Must include 
3 programs.
Purchase 15 cases, receive an additional $5 per case. Must include 
4 programs.
Purchase 20 cases, receive an additional $7 per case. Must include 
all 5 programs.
*Aberlour 12YR 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
*Olmeca Altos Silver & Reposado 750ml: 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 promo check.
*Plymouth Gin 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
*Power’s Irish Whiskey 1L:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
*Redbreast 12YR 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
}  Cedar Ridge Distillery
1441 Marak Road
Swisher, IA 52338
Phone: 319.857.4300
Fax: 319.857.4301
Please send invoices to Murphy Quint at Cedar Ridge. All 
purchases for each deal must be on one invoice. Deals valid for 
August 2016.
Cedar Ridge Whiskey Family: Mix & Match, Iowa Bourbon 
Whiskey (17206) 750m 6pk, Malted Rye Whiskey (27014) 750m 
6pk, Single Malt Whiskey (27476) 750ml 6pk & Wheat Whiskey 
(27464) 750ml 6pk
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Must include at least 2 different products
Short’s Whiskey (27632) 750ml 6pk:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Clearheart Vodka & Gin: Mix & Match, Clearheart Vodka 
(35586) 750ml 6pk & Clearheart Gin (29812) 750ml 6pk
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo 
check.
}  American Liberty Spirits & Wine
3100 SE Grimes Blvd. Ste 100
Grimes, IA 50111
Phone: 515.986.7241
Fax: 515.619.6083
All purchases must be on ONE IABD invoice dated August 2016.  
Invoices must be submitted by September 15th for payment. In 
the event of out of stocks, all related invoices showing total case 
buy(s) must be submitted together. Please submit via fax or give 
a copy to your American Liberty representative.
Pernod Ricard
Absolut 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $1125 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $2500 promo check.
Absolut 1L:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Avion 750ml: Mix & Match 
Purchase 6 bottles of Silver, 3 bottles of Reposado & 3 bottles of 
Anejo, receive a $240 promo check.
Beefeater Gin 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $250 promo check. Must include 1 
case of 1.75L.
Chivas 12YR 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $190 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $400 promo check. Must include 1 
case of 1.75L.
Fris Vodka 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $450 promo check.
Glenlivet 12YR 750ml & 1.75L: Includes (5038) Glenlivet 
12YR 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $400 promo check.
Glenlivet 1L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Jameson Irish Whiskey 750ml & 1.75L: Includes Cask-
mates & Black Barrel
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $1000 promo check.
Jameson 1L:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Kahlua, Flavors 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Malibu Rum: All Flavors, 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $525 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $1125 promo check.
August Promotions
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Howdy’s Apple Pie (74772) 750ml 6pk:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
Dark Rum (46112) 750ml 6pk:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
Apple Brandy (53629) 750ml 6pk:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
}  Dehner Distillery
7500 University Ave. Suite E
Clive, IA 50325
Phone: 515.559.4879
Email: rebates@dehnerdistillery.com
Please send all invoices to Joseph at Dehner Distillery. All pur-
chases for each deal must be made on one invoice. Deals valid 
during August 2016.
Ingenioz Vodka (36447): 12x750ml / case
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $18 promo check. 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Atomic Cinnamon Whiskey (86653): 12x750ml / case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $65 promo check. 
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $130 promo check.
Havana Judge Spiced Rum (77188): 12x750ml / case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $65 promo check. 
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $130 promo check.
Dehner Distillery “HEMP Infused Vodka” (73607): 
12x750ml / case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Dehner Distillery Vodka (36258): 12x750ml / case
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $70 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $110 promo check.
}  Iowa Distilling Company
4349 Cumming Ave. PO Box 22
Cumming, IA 50061
Phone: 515.238.5705
Email: iowadistilling@gmail.com
Please email all invoices to Todd Dunkel at Iowa Distilling Com-
pany. Deals valid during August 2016.
SWELL Zone Vodka (38046): 750ml, 12 pk
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
SWELL Vodka 750ml (38056) & 1L (38058): Mix & Match, 
12pk
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Steel Drum Rum (46939): 750ml, 12pk 
Receive a $25 promo check for each case purchased.
Prairie Fire Cinnamon Whiskey (27629): 750ml, 12pk
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo 
check.
}  Johnson Brothers Wirtz
2515 Dean Ave.  
Des Moines, IA 50317
Phone: 515.262.1199
Fax: 515.262.0845
Email: dkemp@johnsonbrothers.com
All programs must be on one invoice unless noted, dated in the 
month of the deal. Invoices must be submitted by the 15th of the 
following month. In the event of out of stocks, all related invoices, 
must be submitted together. Please give copies to your JBW 
Group sales representative or fax invoices to -515-262-0845.
Grants
Hendricks: All sizes
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $80 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Reyka Vodka: All sizes
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Milagro Silver:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 promo check.
Milagro Reposado 750ml (89583):
Purchase 3 bottles, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $200 promo check.                         
Glenfiddich 375ml (5004):
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $100 promo check. 
Glenfiddich 1.75L (5008):
Purchase 3 bottles, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $100 promo check.
Constellation
Black Velvet Reserve 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $160 promo check.
Black Velvet Flavors:
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Serpents Bite 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
Svedka Flavors:
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Casa Noble: All types
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
Prestige
Ophir Gin 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Ron Diaz Silver Rum 1.75L & 750ml:
Purchase 1 case of each size, receive a $40 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases (at least one of each), receive a $125 promo 
check.
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Kinky Liqueur Red 750ml:  
Purchase 1 case, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 5 case, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 case, receive a $300 promo check.
Il Tramonto Limoncello:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $20 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $80 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Opulent Vodka:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Gallo
New Amsterdam Vodka, Flavored Vodka & Gin: All sizes 
except 50ml 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 40 cases, receive a $1200 promo check.  
Camarena Tequila: Mix & Match, Silver & Reposado
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $800 promo check. 
Purchase 40 cases, receive a $2000 promo check.   
E&J Apple 750ml (73755) & Peach Brandy:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of each, receive a $75 promo check.
Infinium
Seagram’s Apple Vodka: 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check. 
Seagram’s Ruby Red Grapefruit Vodka: 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check. 
Seagram’s Golden Apricot Vodka: 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check. 
Fernet Branca:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check.
Hood River
Pendleton 750ml:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Pendleton Midnight:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $36 promo check.
Remy Cointreau
Mt Gay Black Barrel:
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $35 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Mount Gay Rum: Eclipse only
Purchase 3 cases, receive $48 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
Cointreau 750ml:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $125 promo check. 
Remy Martin V: Mix & Match, all sizes
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $24 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Sidney Frank
Jägermeister 750ml & 1.75L: Including 2 shot glasses pack 
(3135) 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $375 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $750 promo check.
Disaronno
Disaronno Sour VAP Pack 750ml: 6 pack case
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $20 promo check.
Disaronno 1.75L (64138):
Purchase 3 bottles, receive a $50 promo check.
Medea Vodka
Medea Vodka 750ml (36406):
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Russian Standard
Russian Standard 750ml:
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Sazerac
Platinum 7X Vodka 1.75L (38088):
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Nikolai Vodka: All sizes
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $132 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $340 promo check.
Barton Vodka, Gin, Rum & Long Island Ice Tea: Mix & 
Match, 750ml, 1L & 1.75L
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 75 cases, receive a $525 promo check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $830 promo check.
Fleischmann’s Vodka 1.75L (35948) & 1.75L Gin 
(30058):
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $100 promo check. 
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $300 promo check. 
Mr. Boston: Mix & Match, Riva Gin 1L , Riva Vodka 1L, Black-
berry Brandy 750ml & Apricot Brandy 750ml
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $48 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Ten High, Canadian LTD, Fleischmann’s Preferred & 
Lauders: Mix & Match, all sizes
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $350 promo check.
Rain Vodka (37586), Rain Mango Vodka (41167) & Rain 
Cucumber Vodka (41161) 750ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $144 promo check.
Firefly Raspberry Sweet Tea (41127), Firefly Sweet Tea 
(41209) & Firefly Moonshines: Mix & Match
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $54 promo check. 
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $144 promo check. 
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Chila Orchata 750ml (72140):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $72 promo check.
Hartley Brandy 750ml (52656): 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $36 promo check. 
200ml Chi Chi’s Family: Mix & Match, including Chi Chi’s 
Pineapple Margarita (57180)
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 promo check. 
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $480 promo check. 
Dr. McGillicuddy’s 375ml & 50ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $108 promo check.
Sazerac Company Family: Mix & Match, 200ml & 375ml, 
Fireball, Barton Vodka & Southern Comfort
Purchase 3 cases (must be one of each item), receive a $18 promo 
check.
Purchase 6 cases (must be one of each item), receive a $48 promo 
check. 
50ml Family: Mix & Match, NEW Cane Run Rum, R&R Apple, 
Tijuana Sweet Heat, Southern Comfort, Dr. McGillicuddy’s 
(Peach, Apple & Cherry), 99 Schnapps (Bananas, Cinnamon & 
Peppermint), French Kiss & Barton Vodka
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Proximo
Bushmills 750ml w/Black Bush 50ml co-pack (102): 6 
pack case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check. 
Jose Cuervo Tequila: Cuervo Silver 750ml w/ Margarita Mix 
(643) & Cuervo Gold 750ml w/Margarita Mix (4001), 6 pack case
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.                                                           
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 promo check. 
Kraken Black 70 proof 750ml (46497) & 1.75L (46499):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $20 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of each size, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 promo check.
Three Olives Vodka & Flavors 750ml & 1.75L: 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase10 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $800 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $3000 promo check.
Three Olives Vodka 1.75L: 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $500 promo check.
Three Olives Pear (36494) & Pink Grapefruit (36498) 
750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
Tin Cup:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
1800 Tequila Reposado, Silver, Coconut & Anejo: 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $175 promo check.
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $275 promo check. 
Rich & Rare 1.75L (12888): 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 promo check. 
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $350 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $900 promo check. 
Rich & Rare Apple (12862) 750ml: 
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $48 promo check. 
Legacy Canadian Whiskey 750ml (13542):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $24 promo check. 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $90 promo check. 
Canadian Hunter Rye 750ml (11940): 
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $48 promo check.  
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Northern Light Canadian 1.75L (13388):
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $30 promo check. 
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Southern Comfort, Lime, Black Cherry & 100pf 750ml & 
1.75L: Mix & Match
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $350 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $1250 promo check.
NEW Cane Run Estate Rum 750ml (43565):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $24 promo check. 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Monte Alban Mezcal 750ml (89566):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Montezuma Tequila Gold (89577) & White (88147) 1L: 
Mix & Match 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Tortilla Tequila, Triple Sec & DSS: Mix & Match
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $120 promo check. Limit 5 Triple Sec.
Tijuana Sweet Heat 750ml (77773):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $54 promo check.
Chi-Chi’s Premixed Cocktails 1.75L: Including Pineapple 
Margarita (57181)
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $600 promo check.
Margaritaville Cocktails:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $45 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $360 promo check.
Margaritaville Tequila’s: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
99 Schnapps 750ml: Mix & Match 
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Firewater & Ice 101: Mix & Match
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $48 promo check. 
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
French Kiss 750ml (64986):
Purchase 1 case, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $72 promo 
check.
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1800 Cocktails: 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $25 promo check.
Kraken 94 proof:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Bellion Vodka
Bellion Vodka:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Phillips
Revel Stoke Pineapple Whiskey: 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Revel Stoke: 
Purchase 3 cases mixed, receive a $75 promo check.
UV Vodka: Mix & Match, all flavors & sizes
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $200 promo check. 
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $600 promo check.
Purchase 75 cases, receive a $1200 promo check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $2500 promo check.
Prairie Vodka 750ml Vodka: Mix & Match
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 promo check. 
Phillips Vodka (37348), Gin (31718) & Rum (45418) 
1.75L:  
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $500 promo check.
Trader Vics Spiced Rum 1.75L (42984): 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $500 promo check.
Cabrito Tequila: 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Western
Bird Dog: All Types, 750ml/6 Pack Cases
Purchase 1 case, receive a $12 promo check.
Bird Dog Strawberry Whiskey, Bird Dog Ruby Red 
Grapefruit & Bird Dog Blended: 
Purchase 1 case each, receive a $50 promo check.
Bird Dog Small Batch Bourbon (16829) 750ml: 6 pack case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $40 promo check.
Lexington Bourbon:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $40 promo check.
Serralles
Don Q Rums:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $15 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 6 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Brown Forman
Woodford Reserve & Woodford Double Oak 750ml:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $45 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive $100 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $250 promo check. 
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $1000 promo check. 
El Jimador Anejo, Blanco & Reposado: 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $135 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $320 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $840 promo check.
Canadian Mist 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $300 promo check.  
Early Times 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $45 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Gentleman Jack 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 promo check. 
Jack Daniels, JD Honey & Fire 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $175 promo check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $525 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $1125 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $2750 promo check.
Jack Daniels, JD Honey & Fire 1L:
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $400 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1000 promo check.
Jack Honey, Jack Fire 375ml:
Purchase 6 bottles of each, receive a $50 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases of each, receive a $300 promo check.
Limit 2 buys
Jack Daniels Honey & Jack Daniels Fire 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $500 promo check.
Old Forester & Old Forester Signature:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of each, receive a $60 promo check.
Herradura Reposado, Anejo & Blanco: 
Purchase 12 bottles, receive a $130 promo check. Must include 3 
bottles of each.
Jack Daniels Single Barrel & Rye: Mix & Match
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $120 promo check.   
Woodford Reserve 1L (22217): 6 pack case
Purchase 1 case, receive a $25 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $300 promo check. 
Woodford Reserve 1.75L:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $20 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check. 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $150 promo check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $400 promo check. 
Gentleman Jack 375ml: 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $50 promo check.
Limit 5 buys
Chambord:
Purchase 6 bottles of each, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of each, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases of each, receive a $300 promo check.
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} Mississippi River Distilling Company
303 North Cody Rd. PO Box 801
LeClaire, IA 52753
Phone: 563.484.4342
Email: sean@mrdistilling.com
Please send all invoices to Sean McQueen at Mississippi River 
Distilling Company. All purchases for each deal must be made on 
one invoice. Deals valid during August 2016.
River Pilot Vodka, River Rose Gin & River Baron Arti-
san Spirit: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
}  North American Spirits & Wine
3100 SE Grimes Blvd. Ste 100
Grimes, IA 50111
Phone: 515-986-7241
Fax: 515-608-4530
Email: gking@southernwine.com
All purchases must be on one invoice dated August 2016. Invoice 
must be submitted within 45 days of invoice date to qualify for 
funds. In the event of out of stocks, multiple invoices will be 
honored. Please email a copy of the invoice to NASWInvoices@
southernwine.com or submit a fax to 515-608-4530.
Ciroc Vodka Family 200ml & 375ml: Mix & Match, Original 
& all flavors
Purchase 10 cases, receive $12 per case = $120.
Purchase 20 cases, receive $18 per case = $360.
Purchase 40 cases, receive $24 per case = $960.
Ciroc Vodka Family 750ml & 1L: Mix & Match, Original & 
all flavors
Purchase 6 cases, receive $12 per case = $72.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $24 per case = $240.
Purchase 20 cases, receive $36 per case = $720.
Smirnoff Vodka Family 750ml & 1.75L: Mix & Match, Red 
80pf, Confections, Sorbets, Fruit Flavors, Sourced & Sours
Purchase 10 cases, receive $9 per case = $90.
Purchase 30 cases, receive $12 per case = $360.
Purchase 60 cases, receive $18 per case = $1080.
Captain Morgan Cannon Blast Rum 1L (43375):
Purchase 2 cases, receive $18 per case = $36.
Captain Morgan White Rum 750ml & 1.75L PET (43323): 
Mix & Match, White & Flavors
Purchase 2 cases, receive $15 per case = $30. Must include 1 
Flavor.
Purchase 5 cases, receive $24 per case = $120. Must include 1 
Flavor.
Captain Morgan Parrot Bay Rum 750ml: Mix & Match 
Orange (43219), Passion Fruit (43226), Key Lime (43232), Straw-
berry (43237), Pineapple (43282), Mango (43287) and Coconut 
(43410).
Purchase 10 cases, receive $9 per case = $90.
Purchase 20 cases, receive $48 per case = 
$960. 
Crown Royal Regal Apple 1L: 
Purchase 5 cases, receive $12 per case = $60.
Purchase 15 cases, receive $24 per case = $360.
Purchase 30 cases, receive $42 per case = $1260.
Tanqueray Family Gin 750ml & 1.75L: Mix & Match, Lon-
don Dry, Rangpur (28890) & Tanqueray 10
Purchase 5 cases, receive $18 per case = $90.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $24 per case = $240.
Purchase 15 cases, receive $30 per case = $450. Must include 1 
case of Tanqueray 10.
Tanqueray Sterling Vodka 750ml (34856):
Purchase 5 cases, receive $18 per case = $90.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $24 per case = $240.
Bulleit Family 1L (17087): Mix & Match, Bourbon (17087) & 
Rye (27026)
Purchase 5 cases, receive $60 per case = $300.
Jeremiah Weed Sweet Tea Vodka 750ml & 1.75L: Mix & 
Match, Original & Peach
Purchase 5 cases, receive $18 per case = $90.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $24 per case = $240. Must include 
minimum 1 case of 1.75L.
Don Julio Family 375ml & 750ml: Mix & Match, Blanco 
(87484) & Repo (89155)
Purchase 3 cases, receive $18 per case = $54.
Purchase 7 cases, receive $24 per case = $168. Must include 1 case 375ml.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $36 per case = $360. Must include 1 
case 375ml.
Seagram’s 750ml & 1.75L: Mix & Match, Seagram’s 7 Crown, 
Seagram’s 7 Flavors & Seagram’s Vo
Purchase 10 cases, receive $5 per case = $50.
Purchase 25 cases, receive $8 per case = $200. 
Purchase 50 cases, receive $12 per case = $600.
Hennessy Family 375ml: Mix & Match VSOP (48115) & 
Black (48154)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $36 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive $60 per case = $180. Must include case 
of both.
Hennessy Family 750ml: Mix & Match VSOP (48164) & 
Black (48146)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check. Must include case of both.
Belvedere Family 750ml: Mix & Match, Pure (34155) & Un-
filtered (33971), includes Martini VAP (2381)
Purchase 2 cases, receive $18 per case = $36.
Purchase 5 cases, receive $36 per case = $180. Must include 1 case 
Unfiltered.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $48 per case = $480. Must include 2 
cases Unfiltered.
Glenmorangie Family: Mix & Match, 10YR & 12YR EMR. 
Includes all available packages, Pioneer Pack (464), 10YR w/2 
Glasses (293), Lasanta 12YR (5103), Nectar D’or 12YR (5104) & 
Quinta Ruban 12YR (5105) 
Purchase 2 cases, receive $18 per case = $36.
Purchase 5 cases, receive $36 per case = $180. Must include 4 
cases 10YR.
Purchase 10 cases, receive $48 per case = $480. Must include 8 
cases 10YR.
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}  Southern Glazers Wine & Spirits
3100 SE Grimes Blvd. Suite 100
Grimes, Iowa 50111
Phone: 515-986-7241
Fax: 515-619-6083
Email: swsiainvoice@sgws.com
All purchases must be on ONE IABD invoice dated August 2016.  
Invoices must be submitted by September 15th for payment.  In the 
event of out of stocks, all related invoices showing total case buy(s) 
must be submitted together.  Please submit via email, fax or give a 
copy to your SGWS representative.  
Bacardi
Bacardi Rums: Mix & Match, Superior, Gold, Black, Flavors, 
Maestro, 8, Oakheart, 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Dewar’s White Label, Bombay London Dry, Bombay 
Sapphire, Bombay Sapphire East, Grey Goose Original 
& Grey Goose Flavors: Mix & Match, 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $45 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
D’Usse & St. Germain 750ml:
Purchase 6 bottles of each, receive a $36 promo check.
Beam Suntory
Small Size Distribution Special: Effen Vodka 375ml (34300), 
Jim Beam Honey 375ml (27409), Jim Beam Apple 375ml (27782), 
Hornitos Plata 375ml (88549), Makers Mark 200ml (19473), 
Makers Mark 375ml (19475), Pinnacle Vodka 375ml (34698) & 
Pinnacle Vodka 200ml (33597)
Purchase 12 bottles mix and match, receive a $1.50 per bottle on 
375ml & $1 per bottle on 200ml.
750ml Bourbon Distribution Special: Basil Hayden (16676), 
Knob Creek Rye (27048) & Maker’s Mark 46 (19486)
Purchase 3 bottles, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 3 bottles of each item listed, receive a $90 promo check.
No Multiples Allowed, one invoice per licensee.
750ml Tequila Distribution Special: Hornitos Black Barrel 
(88841), Hornitos Lime Shot (88540), Hornitos Plata (88548) & 
Hornitos Reposado (89836)
Purchase 3 bottles, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 3 bottles of each item listed, receive a $90 promo check.
No Multiples Allowed, one invoice per licensee.
Canadian Club 100% Rye 750ml (10855):
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check.
Canadian Club 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Calico Jack Rum 750ml & 1.75L: 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $240 promo check.
Courvoisier VS 375ml:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Courvoisier VS 750ml:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $24 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $108 promo check.
Courvoisier VSOP 750ml:
Purchase 3 bottles, receive a $18 promo check.
No Multiples Allowed, one invoice per licensee.
Cruzan Rum 750ml: Mix & Match, all types
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $72 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $360 promo check.
Multiples allowed
Effen 750ml: Mix & Match, all types, 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $54 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 promo check. 
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $360 promo check. 
6 bottles of 375ml = ½ case, 3bottles of 750ml = ½ case.
Jim Beam White 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $80 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $250 promo check.
Jim Beam 50ml & 100ml: Mix & Match, 50mls: Beam 
White (19061), Apple (27780), Honey (27408), Maple (27390) & 
Kentucky Fire (27680) & 100mls: Beam White (19062), Apple 
(27781), Honey (27723) & Kentucky Fire (27724)
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $40 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Jim Beam White, Apple, Honey, Maple, Kentucky Fire & 
Red Stag Black Cherry: Mix & Match, 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Purchase 12 cases, receive a $360 promo check.
Purchase 30 cases, receive a $1200 promo check & a (value $300) 
Coach Wallet.
Each deal must include 2 different Beam Flavors
Kessler, Windsor Canadian, Ron Rico & Gilbey’s Gin 1.75L:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $900 promo check.
Must include 1 case of 3 different brands.
Kessler 1.75L:
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $125 promo check.
Knob Creek: Mix & Match, All types, 750ml & 1.75L, NEW 
Rye 1.75L (27131)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $72 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $480 promo check. 
Maker’s Mark 750ml & 1.75L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $36 promo check.
Maker’s Mark (19476), Makers Mark 46 (19486), & Mak-
ers Cask Strength (19481):
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Pinnacle Vodka 750ml & 1.75L:  Base, Whipped & Gin
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $600 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1500 promo check.
Multiples allowed
Sauza Hornitos Family 750ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $108 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $240 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $600 promo check. Must include 1 
case of Lime Shot
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Sauza 100% Blue Agave Tequila Blanco (88536): 
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $108 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $240 promo check.
Sauza Gold & Blanco 750ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Windsor 1.75L: 
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $125 promo check. 
Campari America
American Honey & Sting: 750ml & 1.75L: Mix & Match
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $54 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $180 promo check.
Appleton Estate 750ml:
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $12 promo check.
Bulldog Gin 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check.
Cabo Wabo Blanco & Reposado 750ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $36 promo check.
Espolon Blanco & Reposado 750ml: Mix & Match 
Purchase 1 case, receive a $24 promo check. 
Purchase 3 cases, receive $126 promo check.
Forty Creek Barrel Select 750ml:
Purchase 6 bottles, receive a $12 promo check.
Russell’s Reserve 10YR & Russell’s Reserve Single 
Barrel: Mix & Match (6pk case)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $24 promo check. 
SKYY Vodka: Mix & Match, 750ml & 1.75L
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $72 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $360 promo check.
Must buy at least 1 case of 750ml in each deal
SKYY Vodka 1L:
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $50 promo check.
SKYY Infusions 750ml:
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $54 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $180 promo check. 
X-Rated Liqueur: (6pk case)
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check. 
Luxco
Hawkeye & Canadian Reserve: Mix & Match, All sizes 
except 1L
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $300 promo check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $800 promo check.
Must purchase one case of Canadian Reserve for each level
Limit 2 deals per account
Limit of 5 cases of 50mls
Paramount Rum, Gin, & Peppermint Schnapps: Mix & 
Match, All sizes except 1L
Purchase 12 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $450 promo check.
Salvador’s: Mix & Match, All sizes & types, including NEW 
Top Shelf (66580)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Rebel Yell: Mix & Match, All types, Kentucky Straight Bourbon 
(21206), American Whiskey (25496), Small Batch Rye (27098), 
Root Beer (86834) & Ginger (86832)
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Lady Bligh Spiced Rum & Lady Bligh 750ml Traveler 
available (44660): Mix & Match
Purchase 1 case of Lady Bligh 750ml Traveler, receive a $20 
promo check.
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $100 promo check.
Purchase 20 cases, receive a $640 promo check. Must include at 
least 2 cases of 750ml traveler
Exotico Reposado (89443) & Blanco (87646):
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $150 promo check. 
El Mayor Blanco (87596), Repo (89182) & Anejo (89178): 
6pk case
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Must include 1 case of at least 2 different types
Pearl Vodka 1.75L: 
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $90 promo check.
Pearl Vodka 750ml: All Types
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $120 promo check. 
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $900 promo check.
Lord Calvert & Calvert Extra: Mix & Match, All sizes
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Heaven Hill
Admiral Nelson 750ml:
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $150 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $450 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $1000 promo check.
Purchase 100 cases, receive a $2200 promo check.
Burnetts Vodka & Gin: Mix & Match
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $120 promo check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $240 promo check.
Purchase 25 cases, receive a $500 promo check.
Hpnotiq 750ml:
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Lunazul Blanco & Reposado 750ml:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $20 promo check.
Purchase 1 case of each, receive a $50 promo check.
McCormick
360 Vodka 750ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $75 promo check.
Purchase 10 cases, receive a $200 promo check.
Patron
Patron Anejo & Reposado 750ml:
Purchase 3 bottles of each, receive a $60 promo check.
Agave Loco
RumChata GoChatas (258) & NEW RumChata MiniCha-
tas (73058): Mix & Match
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $20 promo check.
Tippy Cow 750ml: Mix & Match, Chocolate (80485), Orange 
(80486), Shamrock Mint (80488) & Vanilla Soft Serve (80487)
Purchase 4 cases, receive a $80 promo check.
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Travis Hasse Apple Pie (77746) & Travis Hasse Cherry 
Pie (77730) 750ml: Mix & Match
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $24 promo check.
American Vintage
TGI Friday’s 1.75L: Mix & Match
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 5 cases, receive a $45 promo check.
Casamigos
Casamigos Tequilas:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $30 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $65 promo check.
Davos
Aviation Gin (29119): 6pk cases
Purchase 1 case, receive a $18 promo check.
Purchase 2 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Deep Eddy
Deep Eddy 1.75L:
Purchase 1 case, receive a $12 promo check.
Purchase 3 cases, receive a $60 promo check.
Stoli
Stoli 1.75L:
Purchase 7 cases, receive a $126 promo check.
Purchase 15 cases, receive a $540 promo check.
Purchase 50 cases, receive a $3000 promo check.
